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To Russia, with love

Student group travels to St. Petersburg, spreads spirituality
by Stephanie Hummel

W

hile many students were lying on the beach during
Spring Break, those involved with Student Venture
were on the other side of the world teaching school
children English and spreading the Christian faith.
Members of Student Venture in UA, a branch of Campus
Crusade for Christ, spent their Spring Break in St. Petersburg, Russia teaching school children ages 12-18 conversational English. They
also shared the role Christianity has played in the members’ lives, according to senior member Melissa Sylvester. She said learning English
helps Russian students ﬁnd better employment at a later age and thus
is an important aspect of the Russian school curriculum.
“If you’re a Russian student that can speak English, you can be a
big inﬂuence on your country,” Sylvester said.
Most members had a different personal reason for signing up
for the trip. Sophomore Drew Coulter said he was drawn to the
trip because of a previous trip he had taken overseas. Sylvester
said she signed up because many of her older friends had made
the trip before.
Student Venture’s national ofﬁce planned the trip, and Student
Venture organizations all over the United States selected a destination from locations such as Hungary, Kenya and Romania to visit.
UA’s Student Venture chose Russia because its leaders had been there
before and enjoyed the experience, Sylvester said.
A lot of preparation was needed before the ﬂight overseas. Sophomore Jordan Tarrier said Student Venture is responsible for presenting the Russian students with a talk about American values. Sylvester
said the main topic of discussion was an overall look at American life,
as well as things important to each Student Venture member.
“We have to prepare a lifestyle talk with ﬁve pictures of things
we’re involved with from home,” Sylvester said.

Sophomores test OGT
by Renee Ogaki

S

ophomores yawn and stretch as they scramble off to their designated homerooms, trying to concentrate on the ﬁve-section test
consisting of reading, math, writing, science and social studies.
As the ﬁrst class to take the Ohio Graduation Tests (OGT) in order
to graduate from high school, sophomores took the tests March 7-11.
Some students felt under-prepared for certain sections, though conﬁdent
about the overall test.
Some students, like sophomore Brittany Niles, said science was one of
the more difﬁcult sections. The majority of the science portion was on
biology, for which she was not prepared because she is currently taking
Chemistry in preparation for taking IB Biology her junior and senior years.
Others said some sections were difﬁcult because they had not seen
the material in several years. Sophomore Mal Mrozek said she had trouble
on the math and science sections because they included information she
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Because of the separation of church and state in Russia, sophomore
Annie Hansel said the lifestyle talk was one opportunity for Christianity to enter into the conversation.
“We make opportunities so they’ll ask about [our faith],” Hansel
said. “[We] can’t stand up and preach to them; if they ask us, then
we can tell them.”
Co-coordinator of the trip Tim Ehrhart said the kids spent long
days teaching the Russians conversational English, as well as grammar and sentence construction.
“[The students] will be going from 8 a.m. to midnight everyday,”
Ehrhart said.
Ehrhart said Student Venture spent a little time sightseeing, looking at local architecture and Russia’s renowned art museum, the Hermitage. Tarrier said the majority of the students’ free time was spent
playing sports and games with the Russian students.
Ehrhart said the overall goal for the trip was to build relationships
which the students will be able to maintain via e-mail after the trip.
He said the trip to Russia is always an eye-opening experience.
“[The trip] is really life-changing,” Ehrhart said. “It’s almost like
Mars—a completely different alphabet, the food can be really challenging. What’s exciting is for me is to see high school students really
step up in faith.”

learned in eighth grade. She said she thought the math department should
have given them a review of old subjects.
But because reading and writing skills are continually taught, Mrozek
said the social studies and writing sections were the easiest sections.
“I’m in AP American [Studies], so [writing and history] are two of my
hardest classes. The test really wasn’t comparable to what we normally
do,” Mrozek said.
History was more difﬁcult for some students, such as sophomore Zak
Biggard, however. He said it was the hardest section because many questions were not covered in the regular American Studies course.
He said he did not ﬁnd the practice tests he took to be helpful because the questions were not similar to the questions on the actual test.
Other students, like sophomore Mason Toothman, said the questions
on the practice test were similar to the real test. He said the practice test
helped familiarize him with the test format.
Nevertheless, all sophomores at UAHS took the OGT’s, eventually putting down their well-used pencils and turning in their test with
a smile.
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IBA

rumors
plague
by Renee Ogaki

W

season

League faces complaints of intoxication,
aggressive behavior, unruly fans

ith sweat dripping down her
forehead, sophomore Cory Droll
dribbles straight down the court.
Her arm is up in the air, about to point the
basketball towards the basket in a perfect arc
when she is rudely shoved over by a giggling

student on the other team.
“The stands were really rude in some games;
Such behavior resulted in problems dur- [adults] didn’t monitor them, either,” Harper
ing the Intramural Basketball Association. said. “One game, we played a team where there
IBA is a league where teams of students in were a lot of people in the stands for them. We’d
grades 9-12 meet once or twice a week to make a basket and the stands would boo, and the
play intramural basketball. While created as other team would make a basket and [the stands]
a fun after-school
would cheer.”
activity,
some
Despite such
students involved
problems, sophomay have taken
more Moe Buckthe fun too far by
ley, a member of
breaking school
the Sparks team,
rules of no illegal
said the league
substances, viowas a great aclating the dress
tivity during the
code and instiwinter season, as
gating violence.
it provided someIBA basketthing to do after
ball plays from
school. It was an
the week after
activity
where
Sophomore Cory Droll
winter break in
students could
January until the
get together with
middle of Febclose friends and
ruary and has been around for 10 years, ac- enjoy themselves while exercising.
cording to athletic director Chris Potts. The
Despite the fun atmosphere of the league,
athletic department hires intramural coordi- Potts and principal Kip Greenhill said they renators for the league; the coordinators have ceived complaints from students about
changed each year for the past few years. The rough play and other problems.
2005 coordinators were Eric Spurgeon and
“There were rumors about
Walt Thieman.
inappropriate dress and also
Problems were worse this year because the rumors about intoxicaleague was not as well organized as before, tion,” Potts said. “Nothsenior Betsy Miller of the Knicks said. In past ing was conﬁrmed,
years, there had been a referee on the courts, but we addressed it
but this year there was no one closely moni- to make sure people
toring the games.
knew that it wasn’t
The loss of referees affected not only appropriate.”
the students playing, but also the stuJunior David Reed, a
dents in the stands, senior Dana Harp- member of the Bulls team,
er of the Cavaliers said.
said although Greenhill and

[Seniors] fouled you, and
you can’t really call other people’s fouls because
it’s such a laidback program. So the fouls kept
getting worse.
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Spring play faces delays
by Sara Mitchell

T
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Potts warned the teams about such inappropriate behavior, problems with the teams
were not common.
“Sometimes it gets a little rough and
physical, and some people are going to get
mad,” Reed said. “But it’s just part of playing
sports and being competitive.”
Other students viewed the problems as
more serious and pointed to the senior class
as a source of these problems. Droll said some
of the senior teams were intoxicated at the
games and others came dressed in costumes.
She said she felt they did not take the program seriously.
“[Seniors] fouled you, and you can’t really
call other people’s fouls because it’s such a
laidback program,” Droll said. “So the fouls
just kept getting worse.”
The majority of the students, however,
called their own fouls and played by the rules,
Miller said.
“Everyone’s saying that people [involved
in IBA basketball] are really mean and
drunk—but most teams are here to win,”
Miller said. “They don’t want to throw everything away... It’s just a couple people giving
the whole league a bad name.”
Junior Ashton DiDonato said she had no
problems with inappropriate behavior and
never saw any intoxicated players or unnecessary violence.
Senior Ben Loe said he was also
surprised by the warnings from
Potts and Greenhill.
“For the most part it was
good,” Loe said. “Some
of the people got into
it, but they still played
fair. I never had any
problems.”

wice a year, UAHS students devote hours of their time working
together and creating two outstanding plays. The students of UACT,
along with a designated play adviser,
usually put on both a fall and spring play.
In the past, the plays have generated a
great deal of praise; however, while
the quality of the fall play this year did
not decrease, the content was received
with less enthusiasm. As a result, UACT
faced delays in finding a director for the
spring production.
In previous years, the plays have been
directed by Jodi Stechschulte. This year,
Stechschulte decided to retire from the
position. Thus, this fall the school hired
director Theresa Flais to lead UACT. The
group performed one of the scripts written by Flais, “Only the Dead Die Twice,”
for their fall production.
The play was staged in a bar where
a detective and a waitress plot to murder someone for money. Since the play’s
setting was a bar, the stage was set with
empty beer bottles, and the actors held
fake cigarettes in certain scenes. Juniors Riley
Cruttenden and Hannah Kouts played the
two main characters.
Cruttenden said he believes the fake alcohol
and drug use may have
caused controversy.
“The scene did take
place in a bar, so there
were alcohol bottles
with no alcohol;
they’d been cleaned
out,”
Cruttenden
said. “I think that, as
well as some sexual references in the play, are probably what people thought
were over the top.”
The alcohol and drug references are not the only part
of the play that stirred up trouble. Sexual
lines also appeared throughout the performance. Kouts said some lines were
meant to be jokes, but came off sounding sexual.
“There were times when I would say

‘I want a beefy, meaty, juicy ... steak,’ or
‘hot, wet, sexy,’” she said.
Kouts said the sexual lines were
meant to be taken in a light-hearted
manner, not seriously.
After the fall performance, principal
Kip Greenhill and Flais mutually decided
it was best that she no longer remain as
play director, Greenhill said.
“The play [style] wasn’t the direction
that I think this high school should be
going,” Greenhill said.
Kouts said she disagrees with the decision made by Flais and Greenhill because by letting Flais leave UAHS, students lost a number of future chances to
improve their acting skills.
“I think it is sad. Ms. Flais wanted to
take us to New York and give us a lot
of opportunities we had not had in the
past,” Kouts said.
With Flais no longer working at
UAHS, the school was in the same situation as the beginning of the school year.
However, Greenhill said Mark Mann, formerly of the Columbus Children’s Theatre, was recently hired to
lead UACT.
Greenhill said he is
pleased with Mann as the new
selection for director.
“[Mann] is very capable
and has a lot of talent and
experience,” he said.
The spring play was
due to premiere in
April, but with the
delays in finding
a director, production has been
pushed back to
May, Greenhill said.
Cruttenden said he
was worried that if
production had not
started soon, there
would have been no play.
Greenhill said production on the play,
which will be a comedy, has already started. Greenhill said Mann has already made
contact with many UACT individuals.
With a new director in place, UACT
is prepared to offer the community its
annual spring play, despite a few delays.
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Students hear Bush speak at Vets
by Luc Nutter

W

PHOTO COURTESY

WHITE HOUSE PRESS RELEASE

hen President George W. Bush corsi and Johnson chaperoned.
came to Columbus March 9, a
Soccorsi said the trip beneﬁtted the stuportion of the senior class was dents because it allowed them to see the
on its feet to greet him as he took the stage President in one of his roles—that of inﬂuat Veteran’s Memorial.
For many, including social studies
teacher Cathy Johnson, this was the ﬁrst
time they heard a President speak.
“When he ﬁrst came out, I got chills
because it was him; he was there,” Johnson said.
Senior Andy Means said he actually shook the President’s hand and
got an autograph.
“I looked over, and I saw he was going
to be walking up past our seats,” Means
said. “I pushed my way to the aisle, shook
his hand and then asked him if he would
sign my ticket, and he did.”
ENERGY: The President discusses his energy
Over 120 seniors made the trip to the policy March 9 at Veteran’s Memorial. Many
venue, and social studies teacher Rob Soc- UA students attended the event.
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Dignity. Discretion. Experience.
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encing public policy and public opinion by
appealing to the public.
Johnson also said the speech illustrated
class material.
“Alot of the kids enjoyed it because it
gave life to what they were reading about in
class,” she said.
It was not easy for UAHS get over 120
tickets to such an elite event, Soccorsi said.
“Chris [McNulty, the executive director of the Republican Party in Ohio] called
me on Friday night and told me about the
event,” Soccorsi said. “I talked to the government teachers on Monday [March 7]
and had them take an informal poll of how
many students in their classes would like
to see the event. On Tuesday [March 8]
we gave kids a permission form to bring
back on Wednesday. And then an hour
later [on Wednesday], we left to go hear
him speak.”

of Columbus
1100 Bethel Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614/457-5671
www.racquetclub1.com
racquetclub@atx.net
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Fashion forward
Teachers, students navigate current trends
by Stephanie Hummel

F

Question
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Answer
with

Senior

Jeff
Bowers

Are you indie?
I’m not hardcore like some people, but I
do listen to lots of indie music.
If you had to be in the talent
show, what talent would you
exhibit?
Hopefully a good talent. [I’m in]
a band—the greatest thing is
no one knows how to play any
instruments. Anyone who wants to
join, can join.

PHOTO COLLAGE BY

BAILEY CAPELLE AND ALLIE KATTOUA

ashion is an important part of life. In high school, it makes a
“Teachers think
statement of either conformity or uniqueness. Fashion, accord- about professionaling to French teacher Lisa Markovich, is an art, an expression of ism and age-approcharacter. First impressions tend to be based on a person’s clothing, priateness
[when
and sophomore Elizabeth Walker said she likes to be creative with choosing a work
her wardrobe.
outﬁt],” Markovich
“I wear cool, funky clothes from boutiques,” Walker said. “I like said.
to be different from everyone else.”
Bellant also said she thinks a line exists between what students
Senior Sean Hecker said not only do clothes reveal indepen- and teachers feel comfortable wearing in a school setting, and both
dence or dependence on peers, but are also an indicator of a per- styles seem separate.
son’s personality.
“I don’t think students have much of an effect on what teachers
“[Fashion reveals a person’s] interests, lifestyles [and] their overall are wearing,” Bellant said.
output,” Hecker said.
Hecker said a lot of male teachers appear to put a lot of thought in
Walker and Hecker are not the only students who believe in tak- what they wear to work, while male students tend to wear whatever
ing their own fashion
they feel comfortable in.
paths. Junior Cindy
“A lot of [male] teachBellant said she shops
ers I have wear a shirt
at Filene’s Basement,
and tie everyday,” HeckJourney and Aldo for
er said. “They like to look
her style.
very professional [and]
“I have a lot of
keep things formal in the
heels, [which I pair
classroom. [Teaching] is
with] nice T-shirts,
their profession, and they
blazers and jeans,”
take a lot of pride in it.”
Bellant said.
One aspect of fashion
Senior
Andrea
students and teachers do
Hunt, in contrast, fre- FASHION SHOW: Junior Cindy Bellant and seniors Andrea Hunt and Sean Hecker display have in common is a love
quents Abercrombie their styles. French teacher Lisa Markovich described style as a visual representation of a of bargains. Thrifting and
person’s character.
& Fitch and Hollister
sale shopping are the two
Co. and favors sweatmost frequent methods
shirts and jeans for a more casual look.
Markovich employs to ﬁnd new clothes.
According to Markovich, the looks Bellant and Hunt fashion
“It’s hard for me to pass up a really good bargain,” Markovich
are more conservative than some of the current trends that can said. “I hate to pay full price for anything.”
be glimpsed in the halls. Markovich said she is glad to know an
Although Walker likes to shop at boutiques, she said she cannot
increasing number of students are rejecting, and even speaking afford to buy all she wants.
out against the trends she sees.
“I have a budget,” Walker said. “I like expensive stuff, but I don’t
“I’m hearing more and more female students appalled at those not have as much [of it].”
following the dress code,” Markovich said.
Spending a minimal amount of money, while at the same time trying
These current trends include skin-baring tops and low-rise jeans, either to keep up with the current styles or ﬁnding one-of-a-kind pieces can
which is the point where students’ fashion departs from teachers’, at make shopping difﬁcult. Somehow students and teachers are able to ﬁnd
least during the school day.
the balance of good taste while spending a minimum amount of money.
April 1, 2004
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iPods ’R’ Us
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iPODS IN ACTION: Senior Jason Dunn exhibits the versatility of the iPod. About 32 percent of students own an I-Pod.

Technology offer students convenient options
by Kaitlyn Williams
tudents in senior study hall hum quietly to the
“I use it at school, Starbucks, when runmusic ﬂowing from their white headphones as ning—basically everywhere,” Dunn said.
they ﬁnish math homework. Other students
The slender 20 GB iPod has the capacity to
pull out their iPods as they travel between classes. hold 5,000 songs and costs $299. For those who do
After school, many students grab their iPods for a not need as extensive a number of songs, Apple also
quick jog at the gym. Among UA students, iPods offers the 4GB iPod mini, which holds up to 1,000
have become nearly ubiquitous.
songs, available in multiple colors. The 4GB mini is
These electronic devices have grown in popular- available for $199, and Apple also now sells a 6GB
ity in UA and throughout the world. Senior and mini for $249 that holds 1,500 songs. Additionally,
former Best Buy employee Sam Ray said during on Jan. 11 Apple unveiled the iPod shufﬂe, an MP3
the Christmas season, iPods were the fastest selling player the size of a pack of gum. The smallest veritems at the store where he was employed.
sion of the shufﬂe holds 120 songs and costs $99.
“Deﬁnitely iPods were the most popular
Apple also offers discounts for students and
item,” he said. “We were selling out of them.”
teachers varying with the item. Students can purAccording to the Apple web site, when Ap- chase an iPod mini for $179 and a 20 GB iPod for
ple’s ﬁrst quarter
$269.
ﬁscal year ended
The popularity of
Dec. 25, the comiPods
is due to a delMaybe it’s one of those things
pany had shipped
uge of advertising,
where one person has it and
4,580,000 iPods,
Ray said. Apple has
an increase of 525
done less advertising
then everyone wants to get it
percent. Overall,
for their computers
because it’s new and apparently
Apple has sold
and other products
more than 10 miland has focused
easy to use.
lion iPods.
mostly on promotSophomore Katie Kraft
According to
ing iPods, he said.
a Feb. 25 volun“Apple has done
tary Arlingtonian
most of their push
survey of 212 stufor iPods,” he said.
dents, 32 percent reported owning an iPod.
“You see it on TV. You see it everywhere adverSenior Jason Dunn said he owns an iPod and has tising is shown. Coupled with the fact that music
seen a surge in the device’s popularity at UAHS.
is at an all-time high, it’s the perfect product.”
“Everybody has one,” he said. “I see people in
The copious amount of advertising has
study hall and there are a lot of people listening. also helped make iPod alternatives less popuThey’re the next CD player.”
lar than iPods, Ray said.
Because of the ease of using iPods—there is
Sophomore Katie Kraft also said iPods
no need to cart around multiple CDs—UA stu- have gained popularity among UA students
dents use them in a variety of settings.
due to peer inﬂuence.

S
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“Maybe it is one of those things where one person has it and then everyone wants to get it because
it’s new and apparently easy to use,” she said.
Additionally, Ray said because of Apple’s early
entrance into the MP3 business, the company has
more money to spend on creating better products,
which is an advantage over its competitors.
“iPods are higher quality,” he said. “[Apple has] more money to spend, and [iPods]
are a better product.”
While iPods are increasingly popular among students, Ray said most iPods are not sold to teenagers.
“Most of the ﬁrst people who purchased iPods were adults,” he said. “[It is] not so much
young kids buying them, [but] more college
students and young adults.”
Kraft, who does not own an iPod, said
most of her friends received their iPods as
gifts due to the expense.
According to the Feb. 25 homeroom survey, 8 percent of students who owned iPods
had purchased them for themselves, while 92
percent received them as gifts.
An aspect of iPods that adds to the device’s
popularity is its ease of use.
Because of the convenience of using iPods,
Ray said iPods have indirectly caused CD sales
to dwindle. Online music services are drawing
people away from purchasing CDs, he said.
“The cost of travel is more expensive,” he
said. “Not everyone has a car and gas is expensive, so it’s a lot easier if you have a personal
computer to just download [songs],” he said.
Dunn said owning an iPod has not caused
him to completely forgo purchasing CDs.
“The number [of CDs that I buy] has decreased because I can buy albums on iTunes,”
he said. “But I still buy music.”
9
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Prescriptio
for
Students use prescription
drugs for academic,
recreational purposes

by Chadd Harbold and Chrissy Hummel
focus photo illustrations by Lindsey Swanson

G

lancing up at his calendar, junior Jeff* realizes that it’s the
last day of the month and thus time to refill the prescription medication he takes for Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD). Judging by the amount of white pills that still remain
in the open bottle by his side, he figures that he still has at least
a week’s worth of Concerta left. Aware that he has more medication than he needs, Jeff decides to dump the remaining pills into
a plastic bag and then makes a few telephone calls.
While most people would simply wait until they have finished their prescription before getting
it refilled, Jeff sells the pills to friends
and fellow students. Capitalizing on
the medications that are available to
him, Jeff is among many students who
participate in either the sale or the
abuse of prescription medications.
According to the Federal Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA),
prescription medications are one of
the most commonly abused drugs,
second only to marijuana. Although
the abuse of prescription medication,
which includes stimulants like ADD
medications and depressants like narcotic painkillers, is not a recent issue to surface among teenagers, it has recently received a notable amount of media attention.
From Desperate Housewives’ Lynette Scavo, who was temporar-

Ad

ily addicted to her son’s ADD medications in the ABC drama to
rapper Eminem, who proudly showcases a tattoo of a Vicodin
tablet on his bicep, prescription medications are being portrayed
as the fashionable drug of today.

STIMULANTS
Part of the reason the abuse has become so popular at the
high school level is because of the accessibility students have to the medications, especially ADD medications. According to John Johnson, M.D., a board
certified psychiatrist, ADD and Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder
(ADHD) medications, part of the stimulant group, are the most commonly
prescribed drugs for teens.
“[They] are very effective medications for treating adolescents with
ADHD,” Johnson said. “But someJunior Matt*
times when there is no parental control or when an ability to make some
money on the side arises, some people
might sell it to their peers.”
When used properly, Concerta and similar medications such as
Ritalin and Adderall are used to help focus a person who suffers from

A friend told me about [Adderoll] and how [it] can help you
pay attention ... [it] helps you focus, stay awake and makes you
want to ... pay attention

10
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ADD and improve concentration. According
to junior Matt*, taking the pills without a prescription also helps to enhance academics.
“A friend told me about them and how
they can help you pay attention, and I was
like, ‘I can use that for school because I hate
school,’” Matt said. “Adderall helps you focus, stay awake, [and it] makes you want to
take notes and pay attention.”
It is not uncommon for students to take
stimulants to either stay up late to study or
to stay awake and alert during school, Jeff
said. With all the pressures on teens, some
students are resorting to drugs to keep their
grades up.
“Adderall is probably decently popular,”
Jeff said. “I’d say 30 percent have done Adderall or ADD prescription medicine.”
Pediatrician Brad Dickson said ADD medications are prescribed pretty regularly in his
own practice, but with each patient he makes
sure that there is a legitimate problem and
medication is necessary.
“I would say that I prescribe it about 50
times a week [to patients] anywhere from 5to 20-years old,” Dickson said.
Senior Adam Miller, who used to take RitApril 1, 2004
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alin legally for ADHD, said he has been approached by students
who wanted to buy his drugs.
“[One] kid told me if you ground [Ritalin] up enough and
then snort it, you can stay up for like 20 hours,” Miller said.
While some students might use this medication to stay up
later to complete homework, stimulants can, and often are, also
used for recreational purposes.
“Sometimes people use [prescription drugs] to augment the
effect of the alcohol,” Johnson said.
According to Dickson, because alcohol is a depressant, its effects often cancel out the hyperactive effect stimulants have.
“There might be an initial big high, but even if there was
one it wouldn’t last very long,” he said. “Taking amphetamines
with alcohol can be especially frightening because when the
two cancel each other out, people lose track of how much they
have ingested.”
Matt said he is aware that people do mix stimulants and alcohol on occasion.
“I haven’t [mixed the two] before but I know people who
have and they say it’s fun,” he said.
While alcohol poses a threat when mixed with stimulants,
they can be dangerous on their own when taken by someone
without a prescription, Dickson said.
“Some physical side effects include higher heart rate, higher
blood pressure, seizures, jittering, anxiety, agitation, hyperactivity, and insomnia,” he said.

ers like Vicodin and Percocet are in the same family as heroin; they have
a similar effect but to a different degree,” Dickson added.
Vicodin is one of the most popular narcotic painkillers, and in
a 2004 report administered by the National Institute on Drug
abuse titled “High School and Youth Trends,” it was found that
the annual use of Vicodin among teenagers was at 9.3 percent.
The use of OxyContin, a similar drug, was at 5 percent.
At UAHS, Jeff predicts the rate of usage to be about the same
as that on the national level.
“I would say that about 10 percent [of students] have done

Medical Uses
Adderall

Adderall is a stimulant
of the central nervous
system which is used to
treat people who suffer
from Attention Deﬁcit
Disorder (ADD).

OxyContin

OxyContin is legitimately prescribed for
relief of moderate to
severe pain resulting
from injuries, bursitis,
neuralgia, arthritis, and
cancer.

OPIATES/NARCOTIC PAINKILLERS
While stimulants can be taken to increase alertness and excite
the body’s systems, narcotic painkillers are used to depress the
body’s respiratory and central nervous systems to create a high.
According to the federal DEA, this sensation has become so desirable among adults and teenagers that narcotic painkillers are
the most commonly abused prescription medications.
“These drugs are opiates, and they work to create a
feeling of euphoria for the person taking them,” Dickson said. ”That’s why they’ve become so popular; it’s a high packaged in a neat
little pill.”
When taken for medical reasons,
opiates are used to numb pain by
covering the sensitive nerve endings in the skin, spinal cord and
brain. Dickson said these drugs
also help to release positive
sensations through the
production of the
chemical dopamine in the brain.
“As a reference, people should
know that painkill12

NyQuil

NyQuil’s active drug
ingrediant, Dextromethorphan (DXM), is
commonly prescribed
as a cough suppressant
for colds and ﬂus.

the Vicodin thing,” he said.
Since a prescription is needed to legally purchase these drugs,
students must go about obtaining the medications in different
ways. While it is popular for most adults to go “doctor shopping,” which involves going to different doctors and feigning
injury until they get the drugs they want, students usually take
the pills from a friend or family member with a prescription or
buy it from dealers.
Sophomore Mary Mason said it is not unusual for people
who are looking for painkillers to approach other students with
known injuries and offer to buy the medication off of them.
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“When one of my friends went through
surgery, she ended up not using all of the
Percocet prescribed to her, and ... another
student ended up approaching her and asking
if he could buy her extra pills,” Mason said.
“I remember just being a little bit shocked because he was pretty persistent and they weren’t
even close friends.”
According to Dickson, this situation is not uncommon because of the amount that is prescribed for an iso-

OVER THE COUNTER
OPTIONS

INFORMATION COURTESY OF THE

NATIONAL DRUG INTELLIGENCE CENTER
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Although the effects of abusing prescription medications can be desirable, most people are unwilling to risk
facing the consequences of getting caught. These people are
likely to turn to over-the-counter medications, which are often viewed as having safer side effects than
the prescription medications.
Consequences
Recreational Uses
For those who seek the calming effect of
painkillers,
cough medicine is a popular option.
Because Adderall is a stimulant,
Health risks include seizures,
Cough
syrups
such as NyQuil and Robitussin
it excites the body and heightens
anxiety, agitation, insomnia, and
contain
alcohol
and are therefore depressants,
its senses. Reasons for abuse
jitteriness. Legal consequences
which
can
help
a person to relax, sleep, and
include heightened concentration,
include getting ﬁned or being
even
have
mild
feelings
of euphoria.
staying focused and on task, and
arrested for dealing/ illegally
“I’ve
heard
of
kids
using cough medicine
mild feelings of euphoria.
taking a controlled substance.
to get a high,” Dickson said. “It is certainly
true that with the right dosage of the right
cough medicine, people can feel like they’re
Those who abuse OxyConIndividuals abuse OxyContin for
getting a high.”
tin risk developing tolerthe euphoric effect if produces—
Those who are having trouble relaxing,
ance for the drug, meaning
an effect similar to that associated
but
are
unwilling to ingest a couple
they must take increasingly
with heroin use.
teaspoons
of cough medicine, often
higher doses to achieve the
take
sleeping
pills or nasal deconsame effects. People who
gestants
that
also
cause drowsiness.
take a large dose of Oxt“Sudafed and Benedryl are
Contin are at risk of severe
respiratory depression that
probably the two most commonly
can lead to death.
mentioned over the counter medications, and anyone who has had a cold
or allergies knows that when you
Some common side effects
DXM is abused when doses much
take these medicines, you can get a
of abusing DXM include
larger than recommended are
little out of it,” Dickson said. “It’s
confusion, dizziness, slurred
taken to get a high. The drug can
speech, vomiting, rapid heart
not very powerful on its own, but
produce hallucinogenic effects as
beat, and loss of motor
if enough tablets are taken I supcontrol. When overdosed, it
well as distorted perceptions of
pose you could get something out
can cause tremors, seizures,
sight and sound.
of it.”
and even death.
Just as the cough medicines
and decongestants are comparable
to the painkillers and “downers,”
students who wish to have the effect of an amphetamine often take
lated injury.
”When the medication is prescribed to a patient with a caffeine pills. These pills, although less less-expentemporary ailment, sometimes a patient will decide that they sive and more easily accessed, pose just as big a
can stop taking the medication before their prescription is fin- threat of addiction.
“I think that people forget that caffeine is a
ished,” he said. ”Dealers and people who buy the medications
know that, so it’s pretty common for them to approach people drug, so regular use of caffeine pills is dangerous with
regard to forming an addiction,” Dickson said.
who they think might have extra pills to sell.”
Whether a drug habit involves prescription
Jeff said sometimes he gets his prescription medications from
or over-the-counter medications, the consequencfriends, but not necessarily friends who have prescriptions.
“I have friends who work in pharmaceutical positions who es for taking the medications are many, and one of
the greatest threats is that of dependency.
can get away with stealing a few,” he said.
April 1, 2004
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ADDICTION AND OTHER
CONSEQUENCES
Both stimulants and narcotic painkillers are highly addictive, and according to Johnson, they can be so addictive that
even people with a proper prescription most monitor themselves for addiction.
“[Patients] tend to use it for a few days or weeks then they come
to a point where they don’t take this medicine they have significant withdrawal
symptoms,” he
said. “They begin
to feel miserable,
they are shaky,
they can’t sleep
or are depressed.
Then, when they
go and take another dose of
medication, they
feel good and
Psychiatrist John Johnson
that sustains the
behavior; it becomes a vicious
cycle, and they become addicted.”
Withdrawal is not the only time people who abuse medications
can or will suffer from health problems. The health risks associated with painkillers are a little more severe, especially due to
the circumstances in which they are most
commonly taken. Since painkillers

They begin to feel miserable,
they are shaky, they can’t
sleep or they are depressed
... it becomes a vicious cycle,
and they become addicted.

provide a feeling of euphoria, they are often taken in social settings and are therefore more commonly mixed with alcohol than
stimulants.
“If you use a sedative like Valium then drink, it will increase
the sedating side effects and if it is in excess, it can easily cause
respiratory failure and death,” Johnson said.
People abusing medication not only run the risk of having serious health consequences, but they run the risk of participating in
illegal affairs.
“If an adolescent who got a prescription for a condition like
ADHD sold their medication to someone else, it is a felony,”
Johnson said. “They would face serious legal consequences.”
Although Jeff has never been in
trouble before, he said he
plans on discontinuing his abuse of prescription medications,
mostly painkillers, after he turns 18 when
the legal consequences
become more severe
due to his age.
“It’s not like pot
where you get ﬁned and
a slap on the wrist. Doing [prescription medications] will put you in
minimal prison,” he said.
According to a 2002
report on prescription
medications conducted
by the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA),
“those convicted of un-
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Do you
regularly
take drugs
prescribed by your doctor?

14

21

2

80%
No

12%
Yes

47%
No

13%
N/A

65%
Never

8%
N/A

18%
Once or
twice a
week

How often do you take prescription or over-the-counter drugs for
academic purposes (to stay up,
to sleep, etc.)?
77%
Never

8% Once or twice a week
9% Once or twice a month
6% Once or twice a year

12% Once or twice a month
5% Once or twice a year

How often do you take
prescription drugs NOT prescribed by your doctor or over-the-counter
drugs for recreational reasons?
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In March 2004, the Bush administration announced that they
are going to begin putting more money into state prescriptionmonitoring programs that will make pharmacists aware of any
over-prescribing. Two months prior, in January 2004, the Ohio
State Pharmacy Board re-introduced a bill that would fund a database that would track prescriptions to all pharmacies statewide.
As a part of the Controlled Substances Act passed in 1996, the
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) has designated all substances into separate categories based on their medical use,
abuse potential, addiction potential, and harmfulness. Ritalin, OxyContin, Vicodin and related drugs all fall under
the Schedule II category, which means that they are controlled substances and most addictive drugs that are still
legal in the United States. Schedule I drugs include heroin
and other drugs that are seen having no medical purpose.
Dickson said that because of their addictive nature and
tendency to be abused, both doctors and pharmacists must be
careful when prescribing and administering the medications.
“To help control abuse, [commonly abused medications]
cannot be called in [for a prescription], we have to use a DEA
number to prove it’s a legitimate prescription,” Dickson
said. ”It can’t be refilled either, and the number of times it’s
prescribed is documented in patient charts. It’s watched on
[the doctor’s] front and by pharmacists.”
Not only doctors and pharmacists have gotten involved
with the prevention of prescription medication abuse. A number of anti-drug campaigns with a specific focus on prescription
medication have formulated, one of these being the “Painfully
Obvious” campaign.
The Painfully Obvious campaign has radio spots and print
ads that stress the negative aspects of prescription drug abuse,
citing both embarrassing and legal consequences. One ad tries
to scare people out of abusing the drugs by proclaiming, “You
can be arrested and jailed for drug trafficking or, in the worst
case, accessory to murder,” and yet another warns that, “Violent
seizures caused by abusing prescription drugs freak people out.
Not the best road to popularity.”
The campaign also encourages parents to get involved with
their kids lives, ask questions, and monitor them if they take prescription medication of any kind.
Prescription drug abuse is both dangerous to students’ health
as well as their futures. Abusing them with alcohol can cause respiratory failure or even death, and stealing or selling them is a
felony. And abuse among teenagers is on the rise.
Whether students are using these drugs for academic or recreational purposes, Matt said he recognizes that such behavior is
not healthy.
“They’re relying on drugs when they should be relying on
themselves,” Matt said.
* Denotes a source who requested anonymity; real name not used
April 1, 2004
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ccording to its commercials, Red Bull “gives you wings.” However, recent research has indicated that the effects of the popular energy drink cause the body more harm than good.
The beverage has been banned in Denmark, Norway and France although, Red Bull is still sold in over 100 countries worldwide, making it
the most popular energy drink on the market. The web site of Red Bull
boasts that it improves performance, concentration, reaction speed,
vigilance, emotional status as well as stimulating the metabolism. These
effects are caused by the beverage’s main ingredient taurine. Taurine is
an amino acid which is, by itself, important for your health but when it
is mixed with around 80 mg of caffeine along with other metabolites,
the results can be dangerous.
According the Brown University’s student health services department, the drink should never be used before exercise due to the dehydrating effect of caffeine.
Junior Christina Epitropoulos said she has consumed an energy
drink before physical exercise and found that it only made her dehydrated, leaving no positive impact.
“The drink did not increase my performance or give me a real
energy boost or anything,” Epitropoulos said. “I just kept getting
thirsty throughout the workout and kept having to take sips from
my water bottle.”
Also, the Brown department discourages the mixing of any energy
drinks with alcohol.
“Since the energy drinks are stimulants and the alcohol is a depressant, the combination of effects may be dangerous,” the web site
stated. “Fatigue is one of the ways the body normally tells someone
that they’ve had enough to drink; the stimulant effect can give the person the impression that they aren’t impaired.”
Mixing Red Bull with alcohol has become increasingly popular in
recent years. Establishments offer drinks that include Red Bull as an
ingredient as well as alcohol, especially vodka. The combining effects
of alcohol and energy drinks are very dehydrating and can hinder the
body’s ability to metabolize the alcohol, increasing its toxicity, the department said.
Senior Louise* said she has experienced the dangerous effects of
mixing Red Bull with vodka.
“I mixed the alcohol with Red Bull because it covered up the taste
really well and made the alcohol not so strong. I didn’t even think about
the fact that it was mixing an ‘upper’ with a ‘downer,’ which I know can
be dangerous,” she said
Louise said she did not feel the effect of the alcohol and continued
drinking, even though she felt that something was not right.
“I didn’t realize how drunk I was becoming because the Red Bull
made me really hyper and alert,” she said.“I continued drinking even after
I would have normally stopped. It wasn’t until late in the night that I began
to realize how drunk I really was, like when I was trying to talk my words
kept slurring and I couldn’t stand without someone’s help.”
The drink appeals to students because it helps to keep you awake
and provides you with energy, senior Roz Townsend said.
“If I have to stay up late to ﬁnish a paper or do homework, I look to
caffeine to give me the needed energy,” Townsend said. “I don’t usually
drink Red Bull, but sometimes I will drink a few cups of coffee or a pop
to help perk myself up.”

LINDSEY SWANSON

PREVENTION STEPS

Popular energy drink
found to be harmful
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lawful manufacturing, distributing, and dispensing of controlled
substances face fines, prison sentences, or both.”
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Sharing the love
UAHS talent show splits proceeds between two charities
by Kristine Perry

ALLIE KATTOUA
PHOTO BY
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eaching into their hearts and talents,
UAHS students prepare to “take a sad
song and make it better” in the upcoming talent show. The theme for this year’s show
revolves around the lyrics of the Beatles’ song
“Hey Jude,” and the show will be held April
15 and 16. This show will differ from previous
years, though; it is the ﬁrst time the proceeds
will be divided between two charities.
Talent show senior co-chairs Carter Hatch, Sarah Kuhman and Bethany Comfort have been in the
process of organizing the show since last summer.
“We did ‘take a sad song and make it better’
because we are helping to make [the charities]
better,” Hatch said.
The situations to which Hatch referred include Charity Newsies and Hope St. Kids, both A NEW SHADE: Seniors Carrie Davidson, Tyler Eisenhart, Tom O’Brien and Anthony Hall audition
helping children in need. Charity Newsies is a for the talent show. They were one of ﬁve bands that tried out for this year’s performance.
nonproﬁt organization that supplies clothing to
children, and Hope St. Kids is a foundation that raises money for child- year’s show because of her family ties to the cause. She attributes
the strong connections of the foundation in the community to the
hood cancer research, Hatch said.
“I think we picked noble causes that people can be enthusiastic about potential success of the show.
Much of the support will come because of Conley’s recent
supporting,” Hatch said. “We really wanted to bring it back home [and
passing, the co-directors said. His support of the Charity Newsies
focus on local charities].”
The co-chairs selected these charities for other reasons, as well. They helps put a name with that organization for many students.
Charity Newsies began in 1907 and remains a charity dediwanted the organization to be about kids, but especially wanted Charity
Newsies because of late communications teacher Joe Conley involvement cated to the clothing of needy children in Columbus, according
to the Charity Newsies web site. This organization uses all of its
with the group, Hatch said.
By bringing the charities back to the community after last year’s show, proceeds to buy new clothing for the children.
It is a charity with which Conley had been passionately inwhich focused on issues abroad, Hatch said she hoped students and comvolved since 1998, Kuhman said. Conley would often stop by
munity members would be more apt to get involved.
the Newsies building, and he also solicited
“We remembered two years ago when
contributions at trafﬁc lights during their
we raised money for [cancer survivor]
fundraising drives.
Jennifer [Borchert, UA class of 2004]
By donating to two local charities this
and because it was so close to home, [the
year, the directors said they hope to raise more
show] did extremely well,” Comfort said.
money than last year. They want the causes to
“[When it was abroad] people were not
appeal to a wider audience, Comfort said.
as involved because they could not relate
As the members of the talent show comto it.”
mittee busy themselves with preparations for
Junior Clara Parks, whose aunt and
the upcoming show, they will also be particiuncle started Hope St. Kids, said she is
pating in Penny Wars, bake sales and T-shirt
excited about helping local charities.
sales to raise even more money, Comfort said.
Parks said the organization began
The fund raising began in December with a
in 2000 after the daughter of Deborah
Parent’s Night Out and will continue into
Pryce, a UA resident and U.S. Representative, died of cancer. Since then, the IRISH DANCING: Junior Molly Morgan and seniors the night of the show with a silent auction.
With this year’s talent show, the directors
charity has raised close to $5 million for Alexandra Paraskos and Alana Burﬁeld perform an
Irish dance for their audition. They have been dancing hope to attract larger audiences by promotchildhood cancer research.
ing help to children in need.
Parks said she has high hopes for this together for 12 years.
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A District’sD y n a s t y

Boys lacrosse prepares for competitive season after over a decade of domination
By Luc Nutter
tire school district,”
Wolford said. “We
are so fortunate to
have such depth in
our middle school
programs, because
it allows one program to ﬂow into
the next.”
The season ofﬁcially
started
with ‘hell week’;
this year it was
the week of Feb.
20. The ﬁve days
consisted of lots of
CONCENTRATION: Senior Grant Blosser focuses on his teammates durrunning and rigoring warm-ups. They have been training since Feb. 20.
ous conditioning.
Senior Andy Means said he remembers the
he boys lacrosse season will not bring
any surprises to UA this year. They will days of hell week, as he used to play lacrosse.
“You know it’s hell week when you see
continue to do what they have done
for the last 10 years: dominate the sport with [senior Drew DeVilbiss, a lacrosse player] carremarkable seasons marked by high winning rying a gallon of gatorade to his ﬁrst period
percentages. Last year, the Bears did not lose a class,” Means said.
According to senior co-captain Joe Dewsingle game, ending with a record of 20-0.
Boys lacrosse coach Ted Wolford said he ey, the team would not be as strong as it
started with the Bears 13 seasons ago. Except is without all of the work the team puts in
for his ﬁrst season, he has taken the team to on a day-to-day basis. Dewey notes that
the thing he likes about lacrosse the most is
the state ﬁnals every year.
“We have such a strong program in the en- that it is such a fast and athletic sport.

T

Inside the Numbers

10
7
4
62

(1994-Present)

State Championship Appearances
State Championships
Midwest Championships
Seniors who went on to play lacrosse
in college

Dewey is one of the many lacrosse players
who has already been offered scholarships to
play lacrosse in college. Dewey will play for
the University of Virginia next year, he said.
It is a common misconception that there
is a lot of pressure for players to impress college scouts at games, senior co-captain Sean
Hecker said.
“When we’re playing, we’re not thinking about racking up our stats for college
scouts,” Hecker said. “We play one game at
a time. When this season is over, we’ll talk
about stats then.”
With such a solid team, student attendance at lacrosse games has been strong these
past couple of seasons. As the middle school
programs have grown in recent years, so has
the love for the game among the community.
“Community support in UA has been
great,” Wolford said. “It’s especially great to
see alumni up in the stands.”

Olympic gold medalist Bryan Volpenhein visits UAHS
by Guest Writer Chris Swartz, crew coach

B

ryan Volpenhein, the stroke of the United States Olympic Rowing Team’s Gold Medal Men’s 8, visited UAHS Friday March 4.
He was in town to celebrate his historical medal performance
in the Athens Olympic Games with his former teammates and friends
of the Ohio State Crew Club.
Volpenhein, a two-time world champion in the Men’s 8, stroked his
Olympic crew to a world record in the qualifying heats, before setting
the pace that dismantled the rest of the strong international ﬁeld in
the Grand Final at Schinias Rowing Facility. This crew was the ﬁrst
gold medal performance for a Men’s 8 at the Olympics since 1964.
Volpenhein spoke to a combined audience of boys and girls team
rowers, as well as several parents and interested adults. His primary
message emphasized focus on personal and team goals, maximizing
performance and staying committed to being the best. He spoke of
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some of the strategies that his crew had planned before race day, and
the importance of ﬂexibility and being able to change tactics during
the race, after gaining a commanding lead at the halfway point in the
ﬁnal. That ability to alter the prepared plan, gave the U.S. crew the
conﬁdence to keep the pace competitive and hold off the Dutch and
the Australian crews to gain the victory.
Volpenhein’s advice and candid comments about his experiences
before the racing in Athens, especially being “absolutely terriﬁed”
about the race, and “not wanting to make a mistake in the last quarter of the 1 1/4 mile event, pleased the rowers in the audience, who
could relate to his feelings and fears.
He wished the crew team members the best of luck in their upcoming racing season, which hopefully will include a repeat of success
in both regional and national competitions.
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Selected club sports highlighted,
all students welcome to join

ALEX DAPPEN

ALLIE KATTOUA

SPOT
designed by Alex Dappen

The Jock Stop
Senior Ping Pong
Enthusiast
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Sumanth
Chittajallu
Why do you enjoy ping pong?
I like the intensity. It can also be recreational but
I like how quick the game is played.
What do you like most about ping
pong club?
The atmosphere and the people. There is a
lot more competition there than when I
play with friends at home.
How many kids usually attend?
Most weeks it is around 20 people. Anybody
is welcome to come and play; skill level
isn’t too important.
Do you use any special techniques?
I just try to always return the ball to the
other side. I do a lot of wrist strengthening exercises as well.

Top Left: Sophomores Dennis Shpitalnik (left) and
Dylan Brown battle each other in a Dance Dance Revolution tournament. DDR club meets Tuesdays after
school in the Little Theatre.
Top Right: Concentrating hard on the ball, senior
Chad Simpson returns a serve to defend his title. Ping
Pong Club meets Fridays after school on the second
ﬂoor of the Learning Center.
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Bottom Left: Ski club participant junior Emily Bennett slides to a stop on Feb. 23. Ski club went to Mad
River Mountain every Wednesday after school during
the winter.
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BEN MCCOMBS

Center: Freshman Lawrence Barrett lunges toward
his opponent, junior KJ Dumond, during fencing practice. Upper Arlington police ofﬁcer Don Stanko advises
the fencing team.

Bottom Right: Attempting a layup, senior Bobby
Mehraban puts two points on the score board during
an IBA game for the Buckeyes.The Buckeyes beat their
opponents, the Banana Slugs.
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Columnist goes from rawker to indie

R
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ecently, there has been a
rise in the popularity of
“hip” music genres and
cultures such as the “indie,”
“emo” and the ever popular
“punx rawker” scene. Many
students are clueless about these
“special people,” so i ﬁgured,
who else would be better to
share their experiences with
them than me, Alyse X-iller.
(Notice how the name is spelled
with one “s” to show my true
Alysse Miller
individuality, and an “X”
replaces the “M” in Miller to
show my X-treme hardcore personality.) Gosh, look at that rhyme
scheme; i’m so emo it hurts.
My indie lifestyle started when i was very young, i mean crazy
young! While all my grade school amigos bonded by singing the
so unrock pop on WNCI, i was swinging to the oldies with the super indie Bee 97. Featuring the best of the ’50s and ’60s, 97.1 was
the station least
listened to by students. Except by
me. Which equals
indie. Hardcore.
After my
indie times, i
then made my
transition to the
punx rawk world
while entering my
freshman year.
After spending
endless days and
nights angry at
the government
in my dark basement, i flipped on
the then unheard
of MuchMusic
and froze. i was
introduced and
suddenly enthralled by the
Punk rawker : Gawd, look at my X–treme
enchanting yodelhard–coreness.
ing of Avril Lavigne.
Almost immediately, i jumped to my old skool Napster and
searched “punk rock.” i then prided myself on listening to the
hardcore bands A New Found Glory and Good Charlotte, while
being sure to have a few “safety” bands, such as The Ramones
and Sex Pistols. These were bands i might have not listened to,
April 1, 2004

but could mention if someone more punx rawk than me asked.
Because the most important thing to being a punx rawker is to
know the names of bands other people think are punx. That and
wrist bands. Those are pure punx to the max.
Sadly though, my world started to change when i got a job at
the most indie, hardcore store at Tuttle Mall. No, not Hot Topic
(they never called back; my black heart broke), but American
Eagle Outﬁtters. When i started working there, for the man, my
anarchist tendencies faded away, and i needed music that was
more emotional and less rawkin.
On my quest to ﬁnd others who felt the need to cry at any
given moment, sit alone in the dark and write depressing poetry,
i searched my new skool Limewire for “emo.” Out came Jimmy
Eat World and Dashboard (Confessional, for all you non-emos
out there), the two most emo bands eva! Immediately, i scavenged my attic for black framed glasses, ditched all my guy
friends who did not wear tight female pants and forced the new
boyfriend to grow his hair out to resemble Conor Obherst from
Bright Eyes. i went to every show (show, not concert—it is much
more emo to say words like show and album) at the Newport.
After throwing off my wrist bands and growing a hate for any
band who did not harmonize while
screaming, i went into the depression that deﬁnes emo.
But hearing “cheer up,
emo gurl!” day after day
really started to get to me.
Especially when i realized
that gosh darn it, i’m a
happy person. Besides,
all my friends were over
emo. It was then i found
my true scene calling:
indie. Within ﬁve minutes of being indie, i had
made a myspace, xanga,
livejournal and webshots
account all ﬁlled with artsy C me pose: Not looking at camera
equals indie.
pictures of me in artsy
angles and artsy outﬁts. i
wrote every band you have never heard of on my interests list and
applied to communities like im_indie_c_me_pose, indieXbabes,
and RAWRtight pants.
i think this indie thing will work out for me; i just made a
mix with underground artists only other indie people know.
But of course, i only listen to a band’s freshman album because
being punx rawk, emo and indie means you can only listen to
a band’s older music. When you comment on the quality of a
band’s underground music, people think you’re better than them.
Which is true. Because everyone who belongs to a scene is superior if not only because of their music, but because of those tight,
tight pants.
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Who needs college?

A

s the third quarter of
the year is wrapping
up, my classmates
have started being accepted
into college to continue their
education. Although I have
given some thought to college
and the opportunities it may
hold, I have also been thinking
about my other options. Here
are my top 10 alternatives to
college, and most of them are
convincing enough to make
you reconsider attending that
Alex Dappen
Ivy League school you have
been dying to get into.
1. Party eight days a week.That’s right, I won’t have to be up
at 7 a.m. the next morning. It does not matter where the party
is. All that matters is if there is loud music and people who have
the same teachers as I did when I was at UAHS.
2. Live in my parent’s basement. It’s a good deal with free
room and board along with homemade food daily. Living at
home makes life much easier.
3. Visit friends at the college they are attending. I can stay in
the dorm and attend their classes to get some of that intellectual feeling.
4. Get an interesting job. Instead of spending money on college, I can make money. I have always wanted to enter the taxidermy industry and now I have the chance to fulﬁll my dream.
5. Write an autobiography. I want to document the unique
and interesting life I have experienced. I have a good plot so
far. It is going to be about a kid, who grows up and attends the
glorious Upper Arlington High School.
6. Attend every UAHS sporting event. With all my free time,
I could go to every sporting event that the high school hosts. I
could also go to the school dances, and attend a few classes.
7. Surf the entire Internet.Yes, I will surf the Internet from
blogs to car insurance agencies. It will be done, and I am the
man to do it.
8. Start my own clothing line.While laying around my house,
I have decided I will create my own clothing line. I am still working on a name, but I am thinking of something about A-diZzle.
9. Mail myself across the United States. I have always wanted
to try and send myself somewhere in the mail. While visiting
friends at college, I could kill two birds with one stone by mailing myself to them.
10.Travel across the United States on a riding lawn mower.
I will traverse this great land on a John Deere at no more than
eight miles an hour.
My future is full of opportunities; it will be a great adventure
while many others will be trapped in school.
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Supervision required
Staff recommends IBA reorganization
Staff Editorial

H

issy ﬁts, ﬁst ﬁghts and yelling matches may be common occurrences among elementary school students, but should be
rare events at the high school level. Or at least one would
hope so. Unfortunately, this was not the case during this year’s
Intramural Basketball Association season.
During these games, there was enough violence and drunken
behavior for one to think he or she were at a WWE wrestling
match, not a school sponsored-event. Students came to games
drunk and played unfairly and dirty. This type of behavior, minus
the drunkenness, would be expected of preschoolers, not high
school students, and should not be tolerated.
It is sad to see teenagers rolling around on the ﬂoor after a ball
while pulling at their opponents’ hair and jersies. Some students
found it acceptable to play under the inﬂuence, thus ruining the
experience of IBA for the sober majority. The actions of several
players cast a shadow of disapproval over the whole program this
year, and this above all else is intolerable.
What is worse is the fact that the situation was not publicly
reprimanded. When student athletes involved in varsity or JV
sports decide to drink or act violently, they suffer serious consequences; these athletes are held to higher standards. The playing
ﬁeld for all athletes, intramural or not, should be treated equally.
In addition, the games seemed to be a free-for-all without
referee supervision. It was not uncommon to see rough play on the
court. Not only do student players need to control their behavior,
audiences should keep themselves in check as well. Crowds were
not supportive and booed the players throughout the course of
play. If the school wants to sponsor IBA, then they need to supply referees to make sure the games are fair. The lack of referees
was a failure on the part of the school. In past years there have
been referees, and this year should not have been an exception. It
is the school’s responsibility to provide supervision at these games
and this essential part of the game should not be overlooked because it is vital to safeguard that rules are respected and obeyed.
When normal, friendly basketball games turn into alcohol-influenced hitting matches, it is time for participants to
examine their motives for playing. It is not
acceptable on any level to play inebriated
and should not be allowed. IBA games
must return back to their original form:
providing friendly, low-key
basketball games for all. If
some students
cannot comply
with this, then
maybe they
should reconsider playing.
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY

EMILY TEACH
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VOICE

Arlingtonian

from
the editor...
Wrongful use of prescription
and over-the-counter drugs
criticized; incentives for such
abuse negated

L

ast issue, Arlingtonian covered the dangers
of poker and the risk of gambling addiction. This month, we investigated the abuse
of prescription and over-the-counter medicines
intended for medical purposes. It seems that as
our generation grows, more and more substances
are being used and abused.
Teenagers are traditionally in a constant
power-struggle with parents, and one of the main
arguments is freedom. I’ve been there, so I know
how frustrating it is when parents do not believe
we are as mature and responsible as we think we
are. And most of us are mature and responsible;
however, it is those who take Sudafed for a “high,”
for instance, who give others a bad reputation.
While it seems many are becoming less concerned
with their own safety and health, they still adamantly believe they are able enough to take care
of themselves. How ironic.
I understand that, as teenagers, we want to
have fun, to experience life to its fullest before
being bogged down with adult responsibilities.
But is it really that fun to damage one’s body
through drugs? Why is there such a wide-spread
misconception that one can only have fun with
the help of substances? Taking over-the-counter
drugs such as Sudafed or Robitussin may prolong
the ‘high’ reached by other substances, but side
effects of dizziness, nausea or respiratory difﬁculty
are not uncommon. Even more seriously, these
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medications can cause death when mixed with
alcohol. These conditions would most-likely destroy any notion of fun. Although middle-age or
senior years may seem inconceivable to teenagers
now, one’s actions now have a direct impact on
one’s condition in the future. It is important to
think about the future before making split-second
decisions that could permanently damage one’s
life later.
To me, it seems obvious that prescription
medications are prescribed for a purpose. Only those
with serious medical problems will beneﬁt with
these prescription medications. For one to take
such medications for fun is ridiculous and pathetic.
Normally, one would avoid needing chemical help
or dependency to stay healthy. Thus, students
who take such medicines for a thrill are acting in
opposition to normalcy. Instead of reluctantly taking medication due to a doctor’s order to address
a physical ailment, students are willingly downing
medication for excitement. Not only is that the
complete opposite of the intent of medication, the
possibility of permanently damaging one’s health
with ridiculous abuse of substances is not worth
it. Whether a medicine is prescribed or over-thecounter, the negatives of abuse will always far
outweigh the short-term “beneﬁts.”
Editor in Chief

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,
guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students and
the general public.
The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the
right to withhold a letter or column and return
it for more information if it determines the piece
contains items of unprotected speech as deﬁned by
this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above criteria will be posted in full on the
Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.com for
a minimum of four weeks.
Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish
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only legally protected speech following the legal
deﬁnitions for libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from printing stories that
create a material disruption of school activities.
Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine content of
the publication, it will therefore also take complete legal
and ﬁnancial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story
solely on the basis of possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing
and production costs through advertising sales,
subscription sales and other fundraisers .
The editor shall interpret and enforce this
editorial policy.
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